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Limes

Lime, the fruit that combines well with everything.

Designed especially for this citric, Z40 Na-
ture LimeFruit gets adapted to the peel 
hardness and small size of the limes to get 
the perfect squeeze. This is the ideal option 
to combine lime juice with any other drinks 
or meals and achieve the best performance 
from this squeezer.

Z40 NATURE LIMEFRUIT

Ref. CM40XPA-N80-LF



Adapt tray

Cabinet Store - EasyFill

Specific squeezing kit

Automatic filter

Taste the difference

Efficiently squeeze lime juice
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Fruits per minute

Weight

Peel collection

Fruit diameter 

Measurements

Protection

Basket capacity 

Programmer

Filter 

Adapt tap

40

121,5 kg 

110 l (2 x 55 l)

40-60

1762 (h) x 800 (l) x 600 (d) mm

Blockage sensors

20 kg 

Yes

Automatic

Yes

Dual-position tap continuous or self service mode developed in the 
shape of a swing lever to optimise usability. Its exclusive Zummo 
design drains all the juice out, preventing it from accumulating in 
the base, and therefore maximising hygiene and juice purity.

Especially designed retail cabinet. It is characterised by the 
“Easy Fill” space at the top, making it easier to fill large-capacity 
containers. 

Comprised of a belt that starts to move when the juice extraction 
starts up, sweeping away the seeds and pulp that remain in the 
filter: greater juice extraction performance and greater autonomy.

Technical features

4. Adapt tray

5. Cabinet Store

3. Automatic filter

Juice extraction kits and blade that adapt to the lime size and hard-
ness. Exclusive feed system that avoids jamming. Juice extraction 
speed that adapts to the specific resistance of lime.

Unique vertical juice extraction system; a Zummo exclusive. Based on manual juice extraction system it achieves 
maximum profitability, obtaining the purest possible juice with the greatest operational functionality.

2. Adaptation to the fruit

1. EVS®Advanced

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN EASYFILL

AUTOMATIC FILTER BPA SAFE

ADAPT


